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2 Colour for the Painter

Bridget Riley

Introduction

For all of us, colour is experienced as something - that is to say, we

always see it in the guise of a substance which can be called by a variety

of names. For instance, pale, golden yellow may be the colour of hair, of

corn, of certain fruit, of a precious metal, of some flowers, or woven into

fabrics, or fall as patches of light. \A/e usually see colour as the colour of

something - it is not a natural thing to see colour simply as itself alone,

unless, of course, we happen also to be painters. For painters, colour is

not only all those things which we all see but also, most extraorfinarily,

the pigments spread out on the palette, and there, quite uniquely, they

are simply and solely colour. This is the first important fact of the

painter's art to be grasped.

These bright and shining pigments will not, however, continue to lie

there on the palette as pristine colours in themselves but will be put to

use - for the painter paints a picture, so the use of colour has to be condi-

tioned by this function of picture making. The proper term for this use oJ

colour by practitioners of the art is picnrial colaur. For some artists, and

most surprisingly it has only been a very small number, the necessity to

come to some sort of understanding of pictorial colour has prompted the

most passionate of enquiries and some of the greatest artistic adventures.

Obviously what is perceived in the world about us is the primary experi-

ence of colour, and for the painter it nourishes and sustains, even if, like

me, that painter today should be an abstract artisL Perceptual colour is

our everyday experience of colour and, like Nature itself, it is a common

condition. As long as we possess sight, these sensations are our constant

companions, regardless of the degree to which we are aware of them. So
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the painter has two quite distinct systems of colour to dear with - one
provided by nature, the other required by art - perceptual colour and pic-
torial colour. Both will be present and painter's work depends upon the
emphasis they place first upon the one and then upon the other.

c6zanne's remark in his letter to Bernard of 23 December 1904, that
'Light does not exist for the painter' refers to this duality. He has only the
pigments on his palette and from those he has to fa-bricate, bring about
any sensation of light that he wants in his picture. As it is with light, so it
is with other visual and plastic sensations. For perceptual space the
painter has to invent pictorial space. The same applies to our perceptions
of form and weight, etc.: each sensation must be recast in pictorial terms.
And if these are to 'work', 

as painters say, then together they must create
a pictorial reality which is crefible - so a painter has to find a way of
uniting all the elements in a picture to make a whole.

The unity of colour: Titian, Monet and Caravaggio

In European painting, a remarkable development occurred in venice at
the beginning of the sixteenth century, which introduced an entirely new
approach to colour. This was a unique event and one which did not take
place in any other trafition of painting, not even in persian or chinese
art, despite their great sophistication. It seems that it might not have hap-
pened at all without the insight of one great artist - Titian. previously

and in other traditions, painters had used what is termed relatiornl
col'our in their pictures. This means thinking of colours as individual hues
and placing them in the picture on a system of balances - a red against a
blue, or a soft shade against.a brilliant one, or one pale colour against
another. whatever the particular colour may be, it is treated as a separate
item and given a specific role of its own to play in the organisation of a
picture. Ma'y great and beautiful works of art have been made using
such a'relational' approach to pictorial colour.

But it also opens up a problem - as one carl see in Titian's early work.
rn st Mark Enthroned and other sain* (1510, santa Maria della Salute,
Venice) parts of the figures and coloured draperies seem strongly dis-
located and misplaced - there is a conflict between projected space and
colour in the picture. The red drapery which covers st Mark's knees is fif-
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ficult to place - it is an oddly flat shape which has no form and seems to

float somewhere a.bove the column on which St Mark sits. LAssunta,

which Titian painted for the Frari church in Venice some eight years later

in 1518, shows a very different approach. One would think that a scene

describing a mrul sitting on the top of a column with a group of people

standing on the steps below would be more readily convincing than a

young woman borne aloft on clouds and surrounded by angels and

cherubs. But this is not so - it is the 'imagined' scene, the invention,

which is crefible and this is entirely due to Titian's new solution to the

colour problem. Here the colour, instead of conflicting with the projection

of space, is meshed as one with it - they are more than inseparable - the

colour actually describes the forms and their position in space.

Titian treats colour in the singular, as colour not as colours; he does

not treat them as separate identities to be balanced one against another,

but uses colour all together as one single element, which shapes and

forms his painting. The colour sensation of LAssunta is a warm rose,

which runs through the entire composition. It turns towards brown in

some of the clouds supporting the Virgin, takes a clearer rose in the

cherubs, goes through oranges and broums towards yellows behind her, to

be driven towards the strongest red hues in her robe and those of the two

worshippers in the foreground below. Their reds, in turn, emerge from

browms, magentas, dull red violets - countless variations on the rose

theme. This whole scheme is laced with, and thrown into contrast from

time to time by, the greens, blues and whites of other robes, draperies

and the sky. As this multi-hued colour moves through the painting, turn-

ing from shade to shade as it goes, it describes the great plane of the

clouds, the bodies of the cherubs, the immensity of the celestial heavens,

the limbs and the figures, and places them firmly in an invented spatial

structure which is entirely credible. This extraordinary new way of draut-

ing a pictwe, with colour rather than line, is the beginning of Titian's

great innovation, the approach to colour which was to put European

painting on a road that no other trafition had trod before, or for that

matter. since.

At the other end of this trafition, which sprang from Titian's astound-

ing insight into the unity of colour, stand the Impressionists and Post-

Impressionists. Monet's approach came from a different corner, but it
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arrives nevertheless at the same point. His pictorial colour is unified by a
perceptual 'enueloppe', 

as he called it. This famous envelope is the bridge
by which Monet can cross from the thing seen to the thing painted - to
seize the very light and air, as it were, which enveropes a subject and to
anaryse precisely the qualities of colour which make it up. It is a way of
accounting for the fact that in Nature too we can see the one .colour'

which defines the impression of the many. Each envelope provides a par-
ticular unity of colour and so each canvas in a series is abre to present a
subtly fi fferent sensation.

If you compare two paintings from the series he made in the valley of
The creuse in 1889, La Petite cretre (Art Institute of chicago), and petite
creuse, sunlight (Private collection) you can see what Monet was able to
achieve through his famous envelope. Both paintings show the motif from
exactly the same point of view but at slightly different times of day, 'nder
slightly different weather conditions, and at slightly fifferent dates in that
winter of 1889. All these small differences mean that the whole motif
is distinguished by a different sensation of colour on each occasion. one
that not only affects the actual local colours themselves, but that also
produces different colours for the 1ights and the shadows, and in the
reflections.

In the chicago painting of La petite creuse, you see cool sunright run-
ning along the distant hill tops, catching the sides of the valley and skim-
ming over the rocks and ripples of the river as it flows towards you - a
sparkle of the palest yellows. This unmistakable winter light is accompa-
nied by cool, luminous shadows. High in key, they back up the corour of
the light with transparent blues in the fistance, gradually stepping up
intensity as they advance until in the foreground, via the violets, they
yield to the reds. In addition, the complexity of all the shadows, near and
far, are compounded by reflected lights, which dematerialise the forms of
rock, shrub and hillside. what remains are insubstantial wraiths of lumi-
nous colour, which weave their way through the painting.

In the later canvas Petite creuse, sunlight, the sun is stronger. warmer
shades of yellow pink and even right magenta, flicker through it as the
light follows virtually the same course as before. Not surprisingly, greens,
rising from the palest turquoise to pure viridian, appear alongside the
blues in the shadow sequences. The reds of the shaded rocks in the fore-
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ground are more pronounced here than in the other canvas. Traces of

bright oranges and greens light up odd unexpected areas of the painting

and culminate in the group of trees growing by the river bed.

There is a very revealing little incident attached to this painting.

Monet was working on this series in the Creuse Valley for most of the

late winter or early spring of 1889 (March to May). He had begun this

canvas and then had to leave for Paris. When he returned he found the

little oak tree, which stands aside from the others on the river bank, had

put out new leaves and this change so upset the envelope of his painting

that he felt unable to carry on with it.

Here is part of a letter to Alice Hosched6 (8 May 1989):

... I'm going to offer fifty francs to my landlord to see if I can have the oak
tree's leaves removed, if I can't I'm done for since it appears in five
paintings and plays a leading part in three, but I fear it won't do any good
as he's an unfriendly old moneybags who's alr- rcady tried to prevent access
to one of his fields, and it was only because the priest intervened that I
was able to carry on going there. Anyway, therein lies the only hope of
salvation for these pictures.

The following day he wrote:

I'm overjoyed, having unexpectedly been granted permission to remove
the leaves from my fine oak tree! It was quite a business bringing
sufficiently long ladders into the ravine. Anyway it's done now, two men
having worked on it since yesterday. Isn't it the final straw to be finishing
a winter landscape at tlfs time of year . . . (Kendall, 1989, p. 132)

The problem of this little tree highlights the creative paradox which

was to give Monet such anguish and frustration whilst at the sarne time

being responsible for some of his most ravishing canvases. Monet, in

order to re-create a unity of colour in his painting had, sur le motif, to

feed his colour vision by acute observation. And it was only through

resolving and re-resolving this creative paradox over and over again that

Monet emerged as the great colourist we know - one in fact who found

he had to invent a pictorial colou-r scheme as artificial in its or,vn way as

Titian's and, for the same reason that all artists adopt artifice, in order to

come closer to a truth-

Although LAssunta was a breakthrough and laid the cornerstone of
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western colour space, to see Titian developing this initial insight we have
to look at the work of the 1550s. In his Danae (1553-4, Prado, Madrid;
Figure 1), he clearly puts pictorial colour first and foremost, and by doing
so achieves an unprecedented unity. The colow runs through the painting
as though it were a single element, binfing it all together. Look, for
instance, at the colour of the hair, which follows the drawing of the far
arm, breast and torso. This same hair colour turns into the colour of the
contour of the near arm and side of the body. It is picked up and
strengthened by the gold bracelet and reappears as the colour of the little
dog. Traces of it also appear in the golden trimming on the magenta-
coloured velvet curtains. The cool blues and greys of the painting are at
their strongest in the sky and the grey-blue of the dark cloud. But this
same grey-blue, which continues into the old servant's cap and blouse top,
and is carried down into the shadows of the rumpled bed, is, in every
case, a plain grey. It appears a blue-grey only through the contrast with
the golden bronzes of the servant's skin and the yellow golds of the shad-
ows on Danae's body.

Figure 1 TiL:ran, Danae. (Museo del Prado, Madrid.)
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A green, suggested by the landscape seen in the'gaps'below the ser-

vant's arm and apron, re-appears on the other side of her body in the

base of the stone column. This elusive green softens the juxtaposition of

the magenta reds with the blues of sky and mountains.

The magenta reds of the drapery strike a chord of three tones: 
'mid' on

the left side in the foreground, 
'deep'in the centre middle distance 

'light'

and'brilliant'in the right foreground. The white bed linen is decorated

by embroidered bands of magenta-pink in various strengths. This

embroidery is a ruse by which Titian can take traces of the magenta from

the draperies towards and even into the figure. The brilliant burst of

golds, pinks and whites in the sky ls, so to speak, the collective colour of

Danae's body.

One might expect that with such an auspicious start, a trafition of

colour painting would unfold quite smoothly. But it was not to be quite as

simple as that. Titian himself was an overwhelmingly powerful figure: in

adfition to his achievements in the field of colour, his genius excelled on

many artistic levels. Not only was he a hard act to follow in terms of

stature, it was also extremely fifficult to immediately penetrate such a

complex body of work. The success of Caravaggio depended in part on

his offering a manageable interpretation of Titian's approach by reducing

the colour complexity to chiaroscuro, the dominance of tone over colour.

To be fair, on a superficial level Titian's colour painting can be read as a

su-btle gradation of light and dark values. Take, for example, the treatrnent

of those magenta reds in Danae.If one isolates them from the other colours

in the painting they begin to look rather like three fifferent shades of the

same hue. For someone trying hard to grasp precisely what principle lay

behind Titian's way of painting, such passages could seem to offer not only

a clue but also, very importantly, an intellectually comprehendable one. As

a result, European painting was plunged into a heavy veil of chiaroscuro

which was only sporadically lifted until the lmpressionists arrived, who

banished tonal painting and rinsed colour clean again.

In The Burinl of Christ (1604, Vatican Museum, Rome; Figure 2)

Caravaggio's new solution is fully formed. An impenetrable, almost uni-

form darkness, so pronounced as to be virtually black, accounts for the

background. Strong white light falls on the group of figures carrying the

corpse, throwing parts of them into sharp relief and others into deep
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Figure 2 Caravaggjo, The Burial of Christ (photo Vatican Museums.)

shadow and dominating the space and the modeling of the forms. The
result is a dramatic contrast of Iight and d.ark, the very essence of
chiaroscuro. colour is reduced to a minor rore, appearing only as a few
isolated hues in the garments: brown for the tunic of the man lifting
christ's knees, dark blue for Mary's headress, red and blue for the robes
of the man supporting the body. And that is all.
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Caravaggio's influence was immense. It spread right across Europe,

even into the most remote provincial schools of painting. The solution of

chiaroscuro neatly circumscribed the problems raised by Titian's colour

space. It also had the advantage of being highty conceptualised; that is to

say, it introduced into painting a view of light as being separate from

colour. This was in line with general assumptions; it could be described,

understood from engraving, and practised a-lmost irnmefiately. Not sur-

prisingly, it was a great success and became the mainstay of a good deal

of European painting right through to the nineteenth century.

But Titian's original insight was simply too big to be ignored for long.

Two very fifferent artists took up the challenge and established a connec-

tion - one was Veronese and the other Rubens.

Veronese and Rubens

The stumbling block to establishing a colour trafition lay in the

inescapable fact that no sound basis to, or guiding principle of, such a

trafition could or ca-n, even today, be found.

When Veronese arrived in Venice in 1555, Titian had just completed

the Danae. He was the first painter to confront the difficulty of penetrat-

ing Titian's invention and his great contribution lay in finfing a way of

breaking dor,vn this barrier. hr developing his own studio practice, he laid

out clearly a step-by-step approach to the enigma of Titian's colour space.

His solution is fiametrically opposed to that of Caravaggio; it is focused

unambiguously on colour, not on tone. He makes particular use of stuffs,

decoration, architecture and objects, as agents or 'carriers' for the move-

ment of his colour.

In the Feast in the House of Leai (1573, the Accademia, Venice), greys

play an important but supporting role. Shifted towards a wann scale they

appear in the architecture of the marble Loggia, which, with its golden

lunettes, is set against a background of turquoise skies and pink buitd-

ings. Grey reappears as a neutral in the table cloth in the central opening

of the Loggia.

The principal colour orgarrisation is played out in all three openings. In

each there is a strons red accent on the left, which kicks off the colour
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development. The most brilliant hues are reserved for the centre; the two
sides are both comparatively subdued and virtually equal in weight.

In the central opening, Veronese has used vermillion against green in
the foreground figure of Levi himself. From there, making use of cloaks
and tunics, he pairs grey-blue with dult orange and turquoise-blue with
magenta-pink in the figure of Christ. The passage finishes with echoes of
vermillion with emerald green and a further repeat of very dark orange.
Behind this group are two yellow figures of servants.

The colour movement in the left opening starts off with the red-orange
figure in the corner, wearing a blue collar, who 'borrows' 

the red sleeves
of the man in olive green next to him. After a sequence of grey-blue,
magenta and golden ochre the initial chord, red-orange plus magenta, is
repeated. A dark-brown figure seen against the light makes the tralsition
to a green garment and an extension of gold and black-brolrm in the
vessel and flask standing on the balustrade. Set against this group is a
grey-and-yellow figure on the stairs in the foreground.

In the right opening there is again a strong vermillion, this time seen
between the columns on the left, followed by red-orange, Iime green,
green-blue. The light magenta of the figure coming up the stairs relates
to the darker magenta of the elderly man sitting in the centre behind the
table. At the end, the man leaning forward and the servant with the out-
stretched arm behind him are mirroring the constellation in the middle
of the left opening: greyed lemon yellow against deep dark green. This
whole chain of events is brought to a close by accents of grey-blue and
red-orange.

Lastly the figures on the stairs and in the foreground: note the large
man on the right, presumably in charge of the cellar, wears a magnificent
striped costume, which gives Veronese a wonderful opportunity to use
mauve magenta, grey, yellow ochre, red, green, greyed blue-turquoise and
blacks together. It is the archetype of a certain sort of costume that
Watteau was to paint over and over again later on. One can see a great
deal of it in the Wallace Collection in London.

This strong chord of colour equals the green and pale magenta in the
opposite group of Levi and the little black attendant. Between these two
colour weights, in the nearest foreground, Veronese conjours up a truly
magical demonstration of pictorial colour-perception. Throughout the
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painting a strong warrn mauve sensation pervades the shadows and their

reflected lights. But in the central opening, the colour of the tiles and of

the dog on the floor below pick up this fugitive sensation and turn it into

an actual hue.

Like Veronese, Rubens was essentially a'do-er', a pragmatic artist, but

he also had a strong analytical streak. He copied about thirty paintings

by Titian, most of them during his last visit to the court of Philip IV in El

Escorial in 1629 in Madrid.

If one compares Titian's The Andrians, c. 1520-2, in the Prado, Madrid,

with Rubens' copy of it, now in Stockholm, one sees a very interesting

shift in the colour. Rubens' painting is clearly based on red, yellow and

blue, and their admixtures. Although Titian's certainly includes these pri-

maries and tertiaries, he does not seem to have depended so essentially

upon an organisation of these particular hues in shaping his colour.

There is another clue in Rubens' illustrations to ,Szx Books on Optics,

1613, by Aquilonius. A fiagram taken from one of them, shows Rubens

demonstrating the relationship between the tlrree primary colours and

their derivatives in mixing. Obviously the development of his pictorial

colour depends very much on his recognition of the physical properties of

the pigments on his palette. At the same time red, yellow and blue are

also to be found in the particular blending of the human skin. By seizing

upon the correspondence between these two scales, Rubens seems to have

found his colour key.

In the Judgement of Paris (1635-7, National Gallery London; Figure 3),

the first things that catch one's eye are the rafiant bofies of the three

goddesses, by far the lightest and brightest part of the painting. They are

the prime movers of the myth and the origin of the colow in the picture.

From their flesh tones, Rubens takes a compound of colour out into every

corner of the canvas - here amplified to clear hues, there muted into

faint shades. Pure reds, strong blues and golden yellows can be found in

draperies, reflected lights, skies, distant views and shining surfaces.

Subtle shades of violet, dull orange-browns and soft greens taken from

body shades and suggested contours are carried out into earth, rocks and

vegetation, up into clouds and crowns of trees: they continue in the two

male figures, the animals and birds, and cross the foreground in the guise

of tiny plants and the peacock's tail. The orchestration of this colour
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movement in its grandeur and boldness is quintessentially Rubens - the

plastic expression of an artist whose aim it was to master the best of the

past.

Vel6zquez, Vermeer and Poussin

There are three other significant clues in the seventeenth century to the

continuity of this particular approach to pictorial colour in the work of

Yelilzqtez, Vermeer and Poussin. It seems to be an important factor in

colour's paradox that, being simultaneously singular and multiple, once

treated as a whole it lends itself quite easily to a wide variety of expres-

sions.

Figure 3 Rubens, Judgement of Pat t. (Th" National Gallery, London.)
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Van Gogh writing to Bernard says:

Do you lrrow a painter called van der Meer? . . . the palette of this curious
painter consists of bhp, lemon yellow, pearl grey, black and white. In his
very few paintings there is in fact the whole richness of a complete palette;
but the combination of lemon yellow, pale blue and pearl grey is as
characteristic to him as the black, white, grey and pink are to vel6zquez.

(Compbte Letters, B12, pp. 503-4)

Las Meninas (1656, Prado, Madrid; Figure 4), very clearly bears out the
truth of van Gogh's observation. A vast canvas, over half the total pictor-
ial area of which is taken up by a luminous darkness that envelopes the
farthest reaches of a huge room. In the foreground a group of figures
catch the light courtiers surrounding a diminuitive Infanta. They are the
brilliant heart of the painting and the key to yelilzquez's use of colour.

He treats black and white as colour, infinite shades of which, arongside
subtle greys, appear in the silks and velvets, linens and brocades. laces
and gauzes of the royal party. Pinks accompany the passage of light as it
falls across the figures. Starting with a strong accent in the suit of the
little boy below the casement of the window, they run up, in varying
strengths, through reflected lights, flushed skin, scarves, flowers and rib-
bons, to the palette of the painter in the background and end in the
Maltese cross on his breast.

A-lmost as though they were part of some visual amplifying system the
greys of the little group echo and reverberate in the modulations of walls
and ceiling above. Hovering between warrn and cool, they generate the
impalpable grey space which provides the setting for the sharper con-
trasts below

The secret of vel6zquez's celebrated greys and blacks is not to be
found in any tonal concept such as chiaroscuro, but in his treatment of
them as true hues in themselves. For this recognition he was later much
loved by the French painters of the nineteenth century, and by Manet in
particular.

van Gogh is right to compare Yelilzquez with vermeer and to note the
characteristic fifference in their colour. For vermeer this is centred in
blue and yellow as it was also for van Gogh himself. Blue being a darker
colour than yellow, which is light, there is the advantage of a'quasi-tona]'
scale which springs firectly out of the relative brilliance of these hues in
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Figure 4 Yel6zquez, Las Meninas. (Museo del Prado, Madrid.)
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the natural order. Through this, vermeer was able to transform
chiaroscuro into colour painting.

In The Milkmnid (c. 1658, Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam), yellow and blue
in their purest chromatic state can be seen almost in the centre of the
painting in the front of the maid's yellow bodice, where it catches the
light, and in the top of her apron just below (Figure 5). unlike the Infanta
in Las Meninas, who leads the way into Yelinquez's colour, the milkmaid
draws together as contrasts the two colours which pervade the painting.

Figure 5 Vermeer, The Milkmaid (Rijksmuseum-Stichting, Arnsterdam.)
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Lighter or darker, warrner or cooler yellow and blue account for the

form, the space and the light, and are emphasised as the leading hues by

the singular presence of the strong red in her skirt.

Take the yellow theme: from the bodice it lights up the inside of her

cap as a luminous shadow, continues up the shadowed wall, inclufing the

brass object and the wicker basket, growing as it goes wartner and

stronger until it reaches a dull orange in the top left corner.

The shadowed side of her bodice is also turned towards orange, like-

wise the shadowed side of her face and cap. It becomes stronger in the

shadows under her forearms and turns into a heavy red-orange in the

pitcher and vessel into which the milk is poured. It turns cooler and

lighter again in the golden ochres of the bread and its basket.

The blue movement shows its deepest and strongest note in the shad-

owed apron and grows lighter in the table cover and the cloth lying

across it - one a cooler slightly turquoise version, the other a warmer,

more violet tone, respectively. It appears as both light and dark blue in

the decorated jug and cover standing on the table, turns into the cool

reflected light in the shadow below the window and in the lightest and

freshest of all possible inflections accounts for the colour of the daylight

as it falls across the plain white wall behind.

Poussin is the last of the great intermefiaries, neither Renaissance nor

Modern, who contributes yet another aspect to the development of colour

painting. A formalist, as at heart are Veronese and Rubens, he feels the

need to organise his colour accorfing to a precept. The practices of both

the other artists are rooted in the practicalities of organising their stu-

fios. In the face of the bewildering diversity and sovereign impenetrabil-

ity of Titian's legacy they are, in their different ways, great 'sorters-out'.

Poussin, however, is working just that little bit later and so is in a position

to raise a further question - that colour canbe organised is one thing, but

what should determine this organisation is yet another. In answer he

carne up with a curious reference to the Greek theory of music. There is a

letter to Chantelou (24 November 1647) in which he talks about his way

of composing a painting in relation to the musical'modes' of antiquity.

Although art historians quite rightly doubted this comparison, it can-

not be denied that Poussin organises his colour according to particular

scales and harmonies. The red he uses for a Bacchanal. for instance. will
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be warm, bright and joyful, whereas the one he uses for a painting from
the seaen sacrements series will be cooler, deeper and possess altogether
more ceremonial grauitas. Obviously his idea was that, depending upon
the nature of his subject matter, he would shift his whole colour har-
mony. But the interesting thing is that Poussin does not carry this idea
through literally. There is no system, no impeccable logic governing his
colour. what Poussin is searching for in the spirit of music is a method a
method for arrangements in colour, for orchestration, for modulation, for
chords, for the establishment of different keys or scales, for the composi-
tion of rhythms and movements. If so, the comparison to the musical
'modes'is a metaphor.

Some of the most beautifrrl paintings of dance ever made have come
from his hand. In his Dance around the Golden Calf (c.1635, National
Gallery London), Poussin takes red, blue and golden yellow at their
purest for his primary chord and places it in the robes of the three fig-
ures low down, in the bottom right foreground. These three hues then
change key and, relieved by the addition of white, repeat in the figures
dancing round the Golden Calf on the left. Modulated in different
strengths and tones they move back through the crowds in the middle
fistance on the right. Traces recur as muted shades in the distant moun-
tains and the banks of clouds. The idol carries up the golden yellow and
pitches it against,the rose pinks and blues of the sky to orchestrate the
climax of Poussin's colour movement.

This is a new development in European painting. It is the first genuine
'method', a way of thinking which has arisen in response to a newly felt
need. With Poussin the abstract substructure of picture making comes
very close to the surface. It is for these reasons that he has been called a
painters'painter - and it may also be the rigorous and uncompromising
way in which he dealt with his problems that made him such an impor-
tant artist to C6zanne.

C6zanne and Delacroix

Poussin's colour is pictorial colour in an absolute sense and this is in part
what C6zanne is referring to when he speaks of 'doing Poussin over again
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from Nature'. For C6zanne is an artist who works sur le motif and he is
caught in the same creative paradox as Monet in the conflict between pic-
torial colour (that which has to happen on the canvas and which has to
obey the laws of picture making) and perceptual colour (that which he

)
a

t"

Itr

I
:l

Figure 6 C6zanne, Great Pine and Red Earth. (Hermitage Museum,
St Petersburg/The Bridgeman Art Library.)
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observes out there in Nature and is, for him, the precious source of his
'sensation').

The one thing for which clzanne feels a need is a method -'avoir une
belle formule' as he puts it in answer to the question 'what constitutes
human happiness?'. In painting Poussin seemed to possess this.

It is the origin of modulation in preference to moderling as a new way
of 'drawing'. In Great Pine and Red Earth (c. 1885-7, Hermitage, St
Petersburg; Figure 6), c6zanne establishes the picture plane through the
hee trunk and its branches. Through his colour modurations he 'draws'a

new pictorial space - one created in response to the sensations the motif
has aroused in him. In c6zanne the implications of venetian colo'r-space
are tal<en to quite astounding lengths. In literal terms the tree would be
growing at the junction of middle distance and foreground; in sensation it
is the nearest thing to you. Passages of landscape seen through the
branches are detached from their topographical location and re-formed
into one continuous but dislocated plane identical with that presented by
the tree tmnk.

colour modulation is the agency for this transformation. Blues, pinks,
yellows, greens and luminous greys in the highest key are contrasted with
related hues at their most sombre. This colour compound, generated by
the tree trunk and landscape, gives the key for the mid-tone modulations
which carry the blues and greens, reds and bronzes through the whole
painting. The colour is so wonderfirlly integrated as a cohesive whole that
the entire surface of the canvas gives off an extraordinary soft pearly
Iight, an exquisitely judged result of colour interaction. This was much
prized by c6zanne; he wrote (23 october 1866) to pissarro 'you 

are
absolutely right to talk about the grey which alone rules in nature but it
is frightfirlly fifficult to achieve'. one finds light and dark, warm and
cold, soft and sharp sensations of colour orchestrated in spatial rhythms
and movements. The substance of form is de-materialised. Bushes, shrubs
and undergrowth fisintegrate - the blue of the sky comes dovyn into the
foreground as reflected light; earthy orange-yellows appear in the crown
of trees; reds pull up a distant house, push dovrm a patch of foreground. A
whole new pictorial order is created.

The perception of forms thus 'drawn' 
and the spaces estabrished

between those forms, although generated by the sensation c6zanne
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experiences before Nature, fioully emerge firmly built on the canvas as

purely plastic inventions. The method which makes it possible to rea-lise

these inventions, to translate sensation into pictorial reality, is compara-

ble to the one which he perceived in Poussin - a way of thinking which

would allow him to orchestrate the 'harmonie g6n6rale' of nature into an
'art as durable as that of the Museums'.

The art of the museums also fascinated Delacroix. In fact these two

artists, besides one being a hero for the other (C6zanne made studies for

an apotJreosis of Delacroix being gathered to the Heavens of Great Art),

shared a veritable pantJreon of colourists from the past from whom they

drew strength and inspiration. 'The Great Venetians', as C6zanne called

them. tower over all for both artists. Both followed the same route in

rediscovering Titian's colour-space - in the beginning by being attracted

to Rubens, and then by recognising Veronese as the ptrnciple interpreter.

Delacroix is the first link in the fabled'golden chain' forged in the nine-

teenth century by the great French painters. He copies, he observes, he

learns and he reflects. For all the image of Delacroix as the Romantic

artist par excellence, working in the heat of passion, his great admirer

Beaudelaire saw him as 'sang-froid anim6':'Delacroix was passionately in

love with passion and coldly determined to seek the means of expressing

passion in the most visible manner'.

He developed a habit of going straight to the Louvre whenever he ran

into difficulties in the studio to see what the others had done. It is almost

as though he held a running dialogue with the past and if he couldn't

understand from the work itself he then looked to Nature as 'the dictio-

nary'in which he could find the missing word, so to speak, to illuminate

the painting which he couldn't read. What fitully emerged is the birth of
'peinture claire', as Monet hailed the wall paintings in St Sulpice: the lib-

eration of colour from chiaroscuro. But long before St Sulpice, which was

completed towards the end of Delacroix's life, he had paid a visit to

Tangier. What he saw there made a deep impression on him:

Mediterranean Iight, with its wealth of reflections, its luminous shadows

and, above all, the focus it turned on the play of colour in this strange

exotic world in which he found himself.

ln The Women of Algiers (1834, Louwe, Paris), one sees a large patch of

reflected light faling on the tiled wall of the interior in the background
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and luminous shadows on the head and body of the girl sitting in the
centre foreground. They are, respectively, a fresh light blue-turquoise and
a softly glowing creamy gold: both colours in a middle tone and together
making a subtle, near complementary, contrast in the heart of the paint-
ing. They offer a ravishing clue to Delacroix's colour thinking. Reflected
light and luminous shadows tend to appear as mid-tone colours - 'demi-

teints' as he called them - and he noted this pitch as being ideal for the
perception of colour. It is precisely in those reflected lights and luminous
shadows which are fugitively present in every part of the canvas that the
colour key is to be found. One can well understand that Renoir, who as a
young man was nicknamed 'Delacroix blond', loved this canvas as 'the

most beautifirl painting in the world'.

It is revealing to take a close look at the white embroidered blouse
worn by the black-haired girl half-sitting to the right of centre. This
blouse has a tiny sprigged design of pink and green: a little flower and a
few leaves. Where the strong light falls across the front of the girl both
pink and green appear dark and almost indistinguishable in contrast to
the white. In the area of shade cast by her arm, the design shows fresh
clear colours at the same mid-tone pitch as the luminous yellowish grey
of her shadowed blouse. That is to say, when the tonal contrast is at its
strongest the colour is diminished; conversely when the tones are equal
the colour contrast becomes clear.

Delacroix left little to chance; his work was meticulously planned,
often long in advance. In his last great piece The Expulsion of Heliodorus

from the Tbmple in St Sulpice, for instance, one can see in the foreground
the temple heasure box, which has fallen open a-fter it has been dropped
by Heliodorus. Delacroix dictated the entire colour scheme of this detail
to Pierre Andrieu, his assistant, who wrote it out in his notebook in
March L852, eight years before the completion of the painting.

Today we know Delacroix's way of thinking through his journals and
notes but these were not published until 1893, thirty years after his
death. His intellectual influence was largely exerted through his friend,
Charles Blanc, the founfing editor of the magazine Gazette des Bequx
Arx, wbo popularised his work and his 'theories'. Being also a close
friend of Cheweul, Blanc may have presented these in an overly dog-
matic, quasi-scientific manner, but in fact both Delacroix and Cheweul
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arrived independently at similar conclusions in understanding the struc-

ture of colour contrast. Years before Cheweul became firector of the

Gobelin Workshops and began to develop a professional interest in

colour, Delacroix had noted the effect of simultaneous contrast in the

collar of a servant standing on the left-hand side of Veronese's The

Marriage of Cana (1562-3) in the Louvre.

The Impressionists and Post-Impressionists drew on all three sources.

In C6zanne's stufio in Aix one can still see Blanc's books lying on a shelf.

The main ideas and principles are very few and rather simple - it is only

in practical application that the complexity of colour's intricate nature,

dependent as it always is upon relationships, becomes apparent.

Seurat, Monet, Matisse and Picasso

To Seurat it may have seemed only a small step to push further the latent

scientific aspect of this perceptual heritage and to secure for colour a firm

and certain basis, and to find in the century of great fiscoveries a fitting

place for the art of painting in the very forefront of contemporary science.

He first identified and fivided up the composite nature of colour in

the thing perceived. These portions then had to be accounted for through

specific hues and to be located in appropriate quantities of little separate

touches of paint, a technique which became known as pointillisme. The

critic F6n6on recalls Seurat making the following divisions:

l. lncal col.oun 'that is the colour that the surface would have in white light
(appreciably the colour ofthe object seen from up close)'.

2. directly reflected lighr. 'the portion of coloured light that is reflected
unaltered from its surface (this will probably be sol.ar orange)'.

3. indirectly reflected light'the feeble portion of coloured light which
penetrates below the surface and which is reflected after modification
by partial absorption'.

4. colour reflectiorc proiected by neighbouring obiec*.
5. ambient complementary colaurs.

This schematic translation of colour perception into pictorial colour was

the cornerstone of 'ma m6thode'. The list itself was actually written out at

the time of La Grand Jatte,his great masterpiece, but the ideas it set forth

had been gradually evolving for quite some time.

In the Bathers (Une Baignade d Asniires, 1884, National Gallery
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London; Figure 7), Seurat's first great painting made in one year and com-
pleted by the time he was twenty-five, 'ma m6thode'is not yet perfected
and in place. Nevertheless, just because of that, one can see his way of
thinking more clearly there than in a fully conceptualised piece Eke La
Grande Jatte,

The first thing one notices about the Bathers when one catches sight of
it in the National Gallery is the cool fresh light which radiates from the
whole surface, as though the sensation of pure daylight itself had been
caught and pinned down there for us to take part in.

One sees, of course, the figures on the bank, in the river, the trees, the
sky and distant buildings, but one sees them all bathed in this extraord.i-
nary soft pearly light, which seems to be both clear and at the same time
full of colour.

-@ %
Figure 7 Seurat, Une Baignade d Asniires. (The National Gallerv, London.)
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The painting is to a considerable extent a great Impressionist painting

made not sur Ie motif, but from many preparatory studies in the stufio.

The principal colours which are responsible for this beautiful radiance

are orange and green, blue and violet. They are mostly present at a high

or mid-tone pitch. They are two pairs of complementaries which tend on

the small scale of Seurat's brush marks to give off coloured greys. This

contributes to the pearly look of the painting. The optical mixture of the

whole could be described as layered: there is the interaction between the

various hues as they are put down on the canvas, a relatively simple
'physical' interaction; and between the induced colours themselves and

these painted hues a kind of secondary more complex interaction takes

place. Most importantly these two sorts of optical mixture are not succes-

sive but simultaneous and cumulative, and together they generate the

wonderful light of the painting.

Seurat works into this body of colour in several very curious and what

may seem sometimes almost incompatible ways. Today the Bathers might

perhaps be described as a transitional or a proto-pointilliste work, and at

first sight Signac, Seurat's eager disciple, criticised its inconsistencies

quite severely. There is a great deal of plain local colour for instance:

skin where it catches the light is to a large extent pink; trousers, hats

and boots are brown; panarna hats are straw coloured; and considerable

portions of the white articles, such as clothes, towels or sails, remain

white.

At the same time, Seurat deliberately painted around some of these

plainly stated forms accorfing to the principle of irrafiation, which has

been known to painters since Leonardo observed and noted it. It says that

if a Iight form is seen against a dark ground the contrast intensifies both

light and dark edges. In the lying figure in the foreground one czul see

this principle being applied in a classic manner: along the upper edge of

the dark trousers Seurat has introduced into his divisionist treahrent of

the grassy bank touches of pale colour, and where this silhouette changes

from dark to light in the white jacket, little strokes of darker colour have

been added to the grass alongside the white jacket. A similar treatrnent is

used for the au.burn-haired boy sitting on the bank in the centre: the

front of his shoulder and forearm turn an exceedingly pale cream against

a river dramatically darkened by divisionist technique into a multi-hued
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deep blue. This is a very powerful contrast and one which could be
expected to rupture the unity of the painting, but, astonishirsly, it does
not. The plastic coherence which seurat has built is so strong and
resilient that it can absorb even this disruption. conversely, the boy's
entire back and shadowed face are darkened against a lightened river.
The same treatment of the irrafiation phenomenon is repeated unequivo-
cally in the contows of the two bathers in the river. This way of contrast
thinking is ta]<en from tone right into colour in the figure of the boy sit-
ting in the straw hat in the middle distance. There, pure local colour is
virtually laid aside and fivisionism unifies the handling. The shadowed
back is turned towards violet; the hat and the singlet strongly so, and at
the demarcation line Seurat has added many little dots and dashes of yel-
low-green to the grass. This same singlet shows two other remarkable
instances. Round the arm-hole, touches of turquoise-green are j'xtaposed
with the reddish orange shadow under the arm, and then green strokes
turn up again, even more pronounced, at the edge of the magenta sash
around the waist to which seurat has added rosy red. Finally, more diffi-
cult to see but unmistakably there none the less, one finds along the bot-
tom of the dark trousers deep blues next to strong oranges pulled out of
the brovrmy mauve shades of the rug on which the boy is sitting.

[r the remaining few years of his short life, seurat went on to try and
iron out all the irregularities in his m6thode and in doing so he created
some of the most mysterious, beautiful and extraordinary pictorial inven-
tions ever made. But the conflict between his achievement and his aim
deepened. The more inflefile seurat's method became, the less it could
fulfil the role he had in mind for it. Each and every painting made is
unavoidably a unique fabric of relationships. change one thing and
everything is changed - this complete dependence on the particular is not
reconcileable with scientific ambition. But it is the very bedrock of cre-
ative speculation - the very fact that colour can only be determined
through relationship prompted the enormous range of invention which
its resources supported in the nineteenth and early twentieth century.

Monet in his great 1899 series The Japanese Bridge, which he painted
in his garden in Giverny, is celebrating precisely this essential truth of
colour. To Georges Clemenceau, he said: ,I am simply expending my
efforts upon a maximum of appearances in close correlation with
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unknown realities. When one is on the plane of concordant appearances

one cannot be far from reality, or, at least from what we carr know of it.'

Like a scientist, Monet has a method, but not a scientific one. He takes

the same viewpoint every time. In the foreground, where each particular

colour envelope is clearly set forth, lies the stretch of water with its lily

pads and reflections; the arc of the Japanese bridge above states the mid-

dle fistance, cuts short the recession and helps to flatten the picture

plane. The background of trees, shrubs and rushes frame and contain the

little pond as the centre of attention.

The changing light, its shadows and reflections become the principal

factors in determining which envelope Monet will select. The tonal struc-

ture plays a very interesting and surprising role, almost photographic in

its verisimilitude it underpins with extreme sobriety the wonderful bold-

ness of Monet's colour.

In Water Lilies and the Japanese Bridge (The Art Museum, Princeton;

Figure 8), the colour chosen for the light, a pale fresh yellow can easily be

fistinguished in the lily pads as they lie in the early morning sun, and

conversely they also show the contrast colour, a light blue-violet, in the

shade. This 'pair', which precisely complement one another, is then

echoed up through the rushes, through the little bridge, through the

trees, saturating the entire image with their resonance.

Against these pale yellows and blue-violets, Monet threads, on the pre-

text of reflections in the water, a second pair of contrasts: the strong dark

greens and reds which originate in a few traces tucked in amongst

recesses and crevices in the upper wall of foliage. And yet a third pair,

pink magentas and clear yellow greens, found in the lily flowers, buds

and pads, in the shade or sunlight, compound the intricacies of the colour

structure. In addition, reflected lights allow cool emerald greens to be

pulled into play: they illuminate some shadows in the trees and appear

fugitively in the rushes and water plants in the pond.

In The Water Lily Pond (Nanonal Gallery London), the lily pond again

sets the key; it is mid-morning, the colour of the light has taken on a

more dominant shade of yellow, which now washes a larger part of the

motif. The shadows are proportionally reduced and have turned into a

few traces of an even lighter blue-violet. The reflected lights are again

green, but stronger, and with a more pronounced presence. The reds and
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Figure 8 Monet, Water Lilies and the Japanese Bridge. (The Art Museum,
Princeton.)

greens reflected in the water are lighter in tone and both are much
warrner. {,s a result of this shift in his envelope the whole sensation is
entirely fifferent.

rn Bridge oaer water Lilies (Metropolitan Museum of Art, New york), it
has changed again. It is now noon, the sunlight is bleached to a creamy
white and flattens the forms throughout. The shadows have faded into
the palest bluish grey. Both appear to be virtually colourless and they are
brought so close together tonally that they can hardly be differentiated.

If in this paintins the motif is bathed in light, tn water Lities: Harmony
in Green (Mus6e D'orsay, Paris), it is plunged into shadow and many
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staple points in the familiar tonal and colour structure are consequently

turned inside out. There is almost no contrast what comes nearest to

such a relationship takes place when the two opposite ends of the magnif-

icent green harmony'are brought into proximity as yellow greens and

golds, and as turquoises and blues. This happens through the agency of

the trees in the background caught by the afternoon light. They appear

as huge cascades of glorious golden yellows and yellow greens. Adjacent

shadow passages of dark greens and turquoises throw these bright

colours into relief, and in amongst these shadows go traces of blue as

reflected lights. In this painting it is the background rather than the fore-

ground that lays out Monet's envelope.

The last painting in this little group taken from the series is The

Japanese Footbridge and the Water Lily PooL Giaerryt (1919, Collection of

Mr and Mrs David T. Schiff); It is early evening, the light and shade form

a dramatic tonal contrast, tfie 'action' has returned to the lily pond and

once again the water plants play a central role: yellows, in a wealth of

hues, for those in the evening light; clear blue-violets for those in the

shadow. In between these two zones of lily pads lie astounding reflections

in the water. These, through the complexity of perceived after-images in

Nature, are strong reds.

Two interesting contradictions are at work in Monet. First, although

each work was clearly conceived at a specific time of day, what we experi-

ence in looking at a finished canvas is a serene sense of timelessness.

Secondly, despite the fact that each of these paintings is a beautiful and

independent work of art in its own right, Monet's series method was

infispensable in their creation - through that he was able to isolate, if we

can use such a word about a group of relationships, a unique instance of

colour's sensation from the myriads of such sensations. Transformed into

pictorial colour a quintessence of this sensation could then be expressed.

If the precise character of such sensations could be given by colour in a

painting then it is only a short step to speculate, as young Matisse

appears to have done, that this insight could be reversed and that pictor-

ial colour could become the vehicle of sensation. The Open Windoto in

Collioure (1905, Collection of Mrs John Hay Whitney) shows pictorial

colour as absolute. Matisse does not look for an equation to perceptual

colour, instead he uses a mid-tone turquoise for the shadowed half of his
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interior and a magenta of the same tonal pitch for the other half where
the light falls. He takes this pair of colours, the main contrast of the
painting, out to the rafiant sea-scape beyond the little balcony.

Palest turquoise accompanies magenta in the fistant sky and sea;
nearer and deeper in tone the two colours appear as the hulls and masts
in the line of bobbing boats; light magenta and white are used for the
glittering shallows along the foreshore. The same two colours, but much
deeper and stronger, recur in the area above the open window seen in
counter-light. Between the fistant view and the interior Matisse inserts a
filigree frame of secondary contrasts: low-keyed reds, greens and yellow
greens as separate touches, insulated by surrounding whites, for the
Ieaves and flowers of the climbing plant growing up the trellis and over
the balcony.

The darkest tones, to punctuate the whites, are reserved for quite large
blotches of deep blue-violet placed low down in the shade of the balcony
and for big, bold marks of this same colour and black in the window
reflections of the open casement.

Matisse prefers the word '6motion' 
to sensation in describing his

expressive aims. Here we are up against the difficulties of translation
which can be resolved only by looking at what he did.

In 1911, he painted Ihe Red Sndin (Museum of Modern Art, New
York; Figure 9). A single colour envelopes the whole volume of the stufio
and accounts for the walls, the floor and nearly all the furniture.
Although it is an uncompromising red it is pitched at a tonal level that
one immefiately recognises as somewhat famfiar; in fact Matisse origi-
nally intended to paint the studio the blue-grey that it actually looked
like but once on the canvas the sensation this colour gave fid not match
up to his '6motion'- 

to what he felt when standing in the room. So he
changed it to red for, as he said, no reason that he could exprain. Despite
such abstraction, the tonal pitch of this red helps to express a particular
soft even light which fills this interior.

The curtained window on the extreme left does two things: in its bril-
liance as nearly white it lends the red a sense of darkness and, with its
cool shadows of transparent green, it seals off this enclosed space from
the outside world. This near white is picked up in the bright glare of a
number of objects around the studio, particularly the basket-work chair
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Figure I Henri Matisse, The Red Sudb. (1911) Oil on canvas,
7L'L rr^. X 7 fL 2L/+ in. @ The Museum of Modern Art, New York.)

on the extreme right, directly facing the window. The others, be they the

decorated plate, the round fial of the clock-face, the plaster figure on the

modelling stand, the ornaments on the chest of drawers, the painted

areas in the canvases, the trailing arabesques of the plant in its vase, or

even the shine in the wine glass stanfing on the table, all cornbine not

only to maintain the prevailing sense of darkness but also to establish red

and white as the principal contrast of the picture. Matisse mofifies one

side of this contrast by the other. A scale of tones is buried in a gradation

of hues: high-keyed pink, for a quite dazzling quality of reflected light, in

the big painting leaning against the wall by the window; deeper shades of

pink and light rosy reds for softer reflected lights in the other paintings

hangrng on the wall in the background accompanied to a lesser extent by

the yellows, greens and blues - all mostly confined to patches of colour in
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the canvases and decorative patterning on ornarnents. The dark accents
are extremely limited, deep greens in the leaves of the plant in the fore-
ground and strong blues in the background.

In The Pink Studio (1911, Pushkin Museum, Moscow), the companion
painting, the feeling, the 4motion expressed by the colour is still one of a
luminous interior but it is altogether lightea fresher and airier. Matisse
divides his principal colour into two shades: a pinky lilac, pale and cool,
for the stufio wall seen opposite in counter-light and occupying the
upper half of the picture; and a rosy red, warrn mid-tone, for the flat-
tened plane of the floor below.

The cool feeling is developed by the whites concentrated towards the
centre of the canvas in painted areas of pictures hangrng on the wall,
sheets of white drawing paper, and in the sunlit exterior, which seems to
press forward through the window panes, and more emphatically in a
light, fresh turquoise for the screen stanfing in the centre in front of the
window - traces of this same colour paired with whites can be found in
the window frame, the large statue and the background of a canvas lean-
ing against the wall nearby. Although this colour provides a subtle con-
trast, the dominant one is to be found in the cold grey-blue of the darkly
patterned cloth thrown over the turquoise screen in front of the window.
The warm side of this pink harmony is taken up and developed by dult
yellows, red-browns and olive greens shown mainly together. Various
modulations of these warrn colours circulate around the picture in vari-
ous pieces of studio furniture and equipment (that is to say, in the carpet,
the statuette, and the palette), in the paintings on the wall and in the
leat' trees seen through the window.

Matisse and Picasso are two such different artists that they virtually
seem to complement each other. Picasso did not make colour as central to
his work as Matisse fid. Nevertheless, after the Cubist adventure, his
quick and agile mind instantly grasped the achievements of modern

colour painting.

In The Three Musicians (192L, Museum of Modern Art, New York;
Figure 10) we can see his handling of colour space in a Post-Cubist way.
Maurice Raynal wrote of this painting that it is rather like 'a magnificent

shop windo-rv of Cubist inventions and fiscoveries'. This is true but there
is also a fistinct feeling of Spanish darkness, the special tight of
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Figure 10 Pablo Picasso, The Three Mttsrrlazs. ((Summer 1921) Oil on

ca.nvas, 6 ft 7 in. x 7 ft 33/4 in. @ The Museum of Modern Art, New York.)

Yel}nquez.The cubist planes are used as colours denoting positions in

space which advance and recede and collectively build an airy volume in

the centre of the painting. Black, white and broums laced with red, yellow

and blue shift and slot dislocated parts of the three figures together in a

syrcopated rhythm. Browns are at their lightest for the floor of the stage

on which the musicians play; deeper browns for the wings and backdrop

are turned into a luminous space by the blacks moving through the com-

position from the shadowy figure to the left of the stage. More browns

infiltrate the group, becoming gradually wanner and lighter as they

advance in sharply angular planes, culminating in a red-brown for the

flattened table top in front. A big blue shape, in contrast to the browns,
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glides between them acting as an elusive s'rrogate for a leg here, a
reflected light there, a mask, a shadowed shirt and even parts of the ash-
tray on the table.

warm yellows and reds, from the harlequin costume of the musician
plalnng the bright yellow gurtar in the centre, raise the tonal key of the
group and bridge the interval to the whites. These, as planes of light, are
interspersed among the figures as the sudden illuminations which flood
and flicker over various features, music sheets or instruments, hats. arms
and legs in a theatrical low light.

we are now almost at the present time and no more of any significance
has been added to this great body of work. It is unique to European
painting and remains so. The conditions are pictorial and the insights
from Titian to Matisse originate in the recognition of this fact.

This does not mean, however, that the story has come to an end. There
is certainly a pause, but too much has been invested by too many brilliant
minds to be ignored and, though the spirit of artistic enquiry may some-
times sleep, it does not fie. This wonderfirl adventure, which might be
called 'The TaIe of True colour', has taken many twists and turns, fallen
into disuse and neglect, has been re-fiscovered and re-invented by such
very different painters working in specific centres in Italv the
Netherlands, Sp.in and France at very different periods in time.

colour's potential is enormous in the hands of the painter and those
relatively few artists from whose oeuures I have selected only one or two
paintings will have shown the reason for this richness. It is as though
what might be considered colo'rb weakness from some points of view is
for the painter its strength: just because there is zo guiding principle, zo
firm conceptual basis on which a tradition of colour painting can be reli-
ably founded, this means that each infividual artistic sensibility has a
chance to discover a unique means of expression.
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